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About This Game

Parkour is a runner game with tons of challenges. Your objective is simple - try to run as far as possible.
The levels are randomly generated. The difficulty increases as you run farther.

Lava, monsters, powerups & your quick "decision making" will change your fate.

Features :
- Randomly generated chunks

- Powerups (speed, points, invincibility, health)
- Various obstacles (lava, spikes, monsters)

- Different levels can be explored as you run farther
- Achievements & leaderboard (Google Play, Steam)
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Title: Parkour
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Mubeat Studio
Publisher:
Mubeat Studio
Release Date: 1 May, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, or 10

Processor: 2GHz+

Memory: 128 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space
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Retro style sidescrolling shooter game similar to Contra but made easier with checkpoints and using a time out rather than lives..
Fun for a second, but soon felt like an inferior version of World of Goo. Lack of good in-game options was really annoying as
well.. one of my favorite games on XBOX and on PC/ darwinia and multiuwinia are really good games. but add in different
troops. like sword men and laser shooters thats it i think it would cjhange the way people play the game.. This is not my cup of
tea but I can see that this game is all right.. The best route I've seen from Dovetail. I love everything exept the fact that the
Southern Pacific part of the route isn't there and that the old route isn't there. Would love to see the Old Route in the Map. Also,
why isn't there a Free Roam Scenario?

I give this route a 8\/10;

Positive
- Amazing Details. (+0.5)
- Lovely Loco's and Rolling Stock. (+1)
- Big map. (+1)
- 3D Train tracks .(+2)
- Custom assets. (+1)
- New Loco's. (+2.5
- Not a electric route. (+1)
- New rail-road company; Western Pacific. (+0.5)
- Very good Scenario's. (+0.5)

Negative
- Old Route not included. (-0.5)
- Not engough Loco's and Rolling Stock. (-0.5) *Where are the Passenger Locomotives and Rolling Stock?
- No Free-Roam Scenario's. (-0.5)
- No Scenario's with atleast one Steam-Locomotive included. (-0.5)
Total: 10-2= 8\/10. I so very much liked this game. At first I thought it was going to be a Hooks copycat, but it turned out to be
its own game, with its own mechanics. 60 levels. Very relaxing. Even the music soothes (this is the first minimalist game where
I kept the music on, the whole time). Took me three hours to complete. I very much hope there will be a second game, as the
mechanic with pulling the hooks back and forth could be explored much further.
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Really deep game with the difficulty of dos games with a snes feel. Something you can race to the end to or play forever.. Needs
a lot of work. It really wasn't ready yet for everyone.. Pretty damn fun. It's essentially toejam and earl but with finn and jake :3.
Pros :
+ Ridiculous story
+ Unique gameplay
+ Classic pixel art

Cons :
- Can't save game (looks like only happen to me and i had to beat the game in one go)
- Repetitive gameplay

This game is fun, but i wouldn't recommend buy it at normal prices.. fun gameplay, gorgeous comic panels, compelling and
likeable characters. Highly recommend you try it, especially with the price being so low. I Love it!!! From which Person is that
game also the favourite childhood game? It works like then and I'm just sooooooo happy that I found it today on Steam!

So the Graphics are not very high and the Format is not adjustable. But I think that's making a big part of the charm it spreads.
While you play it you feel more like a child (in my point of view) because it is very easy (Match-3 game) but the idea behind it
is good. I personally love the old greeks culture and the 7 World Wonders were and are very interesting for me. I like to see how
they were build while giving the people at the bottom new stones. Also I laughted very often about the caricatures of the people
which build these buildings. You can see it's age but that's not a problem at all. It's a timeless game you can play for about half
an hour or something like that time in between your daily scedule. I just don't like the free play mode because it's not the feeling
of getting around like in the orgininal list, it's more like you choose just the background.

I'm giving a big thumb up and recommend it to you all (let your kids play it ^^).. I would reccomend it if more people played,
but atm it's under development and barely anyone plays so it takes forever to get into a game and play. Otherwise, get it! It's a
great game to play with your friends.. "Ouja no Kodou, Ima koko ni Retsu wo nasu. Tenchi Meidou no Chikara wo Mirugaii!
Shinkuro Shoukan! Waga Tamashii, Reddo Deemonzu Doragon!". A.O.T. 2 is basically a fan service upgraded version of the
first game.

Good stuff:
-You can almost play as any character in the serie that has worn an ODM gear along with a new customizable character feature.

-Lots of new equipment, some even with added effects.

-There are a few new moves you can do (would have loved to see more). Most important ones are 'sneak attack', 'clutch dodge to
execution move', 'capture titans', and new effects to allied commands.

-Titans are more difficult to handle. They have more variety to thier movesets along with a beserk mode if you stay in sight for
too long.

-The animations look much better this time around. Love that they went over the top at some points, especially the part where
you turn titans into blood fountains.

The less good stuff:
-About 80% of the game is the story of the first season. The only variety from the first game, story wise, is that you see it from
the perspective of your customizable character and that there are a few minor tweaks to the quests. It might have been a given
that they couldn't make a game based on season 2 alone, considering it only consisted of half as many episodes as season 1, and
that a good amount of time was used for flash backs / character backstories. But still the amount of unique content in story
mode is disappointing.

-At first the gameplay felt frustrating, due to the akward remapping of the controls, and occasionally the titans will still spasm if
you cut of a limp while they are near a wall, which can make it impossible to get the right angle.

As a fan of the series I really like the game. It can get repetitive if you play it for many consecutive hours, but after taking a
break, the game has still made enough of an impact on me that I feel the urge to come back and cut some titan napes for some
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sweet upgraded gear and characters.
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